Integrated FMP-8 Series Pintle Style Shaftless Pay-Out and FMT-4 Take-Up Re-spooling/Rewind system.

Shown above is the Combo FMP-8, FMT-4 All-in-One System.
**Standard Features - FMP-8 & FMT-4 Combo Unit**

**FMP-8**
- 20HP AC Drive, 0-175 Output Gearbox, with Rewind Assist.
- Integrimally mounted rigid “Catwalk Platform” with countersunk bolts, connecting the FMP-8 Shaftless Pay-Out machine with the FMT-4.
- Tensioning regulated with Potentiometer Control.
- Jog Forward and Reverse to align drive pin at loading.
- 5HP Electric/Hydraulic Pintle Positioning System.
- Dual Front Mounted Joystick loading controls on pintle arms.
- Remote and Stationary Control Systems with Square-D components meeting NEMA specs.

**FMT-4**
- 15HP AC Inverter Precision Speed Control Drive System
- AC Vector Semi-Automatic or Automatic Power Traverse System.
- 1700 SP Meter for 1/8” to 2” Diameter Material.
- Hydraulic Cable Material Clamp.
- Dual Front Mounted Joystick loading controls on pintle arms.
- Sliding Control Enclosure Guard.

**Options**
- Larger integrated Custom-Built Solutions available.
- Measuring Meters for 4” and 6” Material.
- Additional Wireless Remotes.
- Integral Automatic Cutters.